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Dear partner
How little did we know when we said at the end of last year that 2020
will be a challenging year. Who could have foreseen that the whole
world would face a global pandemic that would last that long and affect
us all both professionally and privately?
We, in the export department, have not been able to meet any of you
since March 2020, and despite digital communication tools, we all
agree that nothing will replace the physical contacts and the proximity
it offers to execute long term action plans.
I have always been a believer that crisis are often great opportunities
for those who tackle them best. But the magnitude of Covid19, to put
a name on it, has taken all of us by surprise and we had to rapidly
shift our mindset and adapt to the new situation.
Our top priority has been to make sure everybody remained safe and
strong measures have been put in place at the plant. In that sense we have so far been successful.
Our second priority has been to maintain a high level of service to our customers while focusing on key indicators
such as Free Cash Flow, Working Capital and Complexity Reduction. Maybe not so exciting words, but key to
succeed in this difficult environment and, today we can say that our decisions and actions are paying off and it
gives us very good basis for 2021.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all you for accompanying us in this difficult journey, and together,
I am confident we will come out stronger.

On behalf of Nexans,
I wish you a good and festive Christmas
and New Year break
Best Regards
Benjamin Aymard
Head of Export – B&T Norway
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Water filtering stations in Serbia

Nexans won 2 small
pipe defrosting
projects with
DEFROST PIPE BR
cables

Our distributor in Serbia, Enerset, have had 3 projects that involves delivering heating cables
to water filtering stations. Filtering stations are used in rural areas where it is difficult to
provide a clean water supply by connecting to the city water supply network. The locations
of the stations are Koceljeva near Valjevo, Pločica near Kovin, and Dubovac near Vrsac.
The project covered frost protection of pipes and vessels and heating the fixed level of water
on the tank mantle. Installed power was approximately 3.700W per station.
Enerset contributed with:
• Conceptual solution;
• Calculation of heat loss;
• Planning of installations and power supply;
• Design of electrical cabinet with thermoregulators and equipment;
• Installation of heating cables and regulation equipment;
• Installation of power supply and signal cables;
• Testing and start of the system for frost protection.

Project 1
Universal Studio Beijing
Installation has started, and about
1,000 meters DEFROST PIPE BR is
delivered.

Project 2
Qingdao Haitian hotel
About 1,500 meters DEFROST PIPE
BR is delivered.
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PRODUCTS

Season’s Heatings
Winter is knocking on our door, and in some places has already arrived. We
would like to mention a few high-lights from our range of snow-melting and frost
protection products, and the development of our portfolio during 2020.
DEFROST SNOW – new elements
The DEFROST SNOW 28W/m is a “classic” that is in high demand every winter,
suitable for various applications such as embedding in concrete, installed in
asphalt and in crushed stone under flagstone and similar. This year the DEFROST
SNOW family was extended with two new members – 1550W and 2300W
elements. As for the rest of this product family, they are delivered with a HIDDEN
SPLICE and 10m cold lead.
TXLP DRUM – new variants in stock
TXLP DRUM single conductor drum cable is another family that has been around
for a long time. This year we extended the portfolio that is offered with two
variants. The 0,25 ohm/m and the 0,39 ohm/m were previously only available
as Make to Order products but are now offered from stock.
DEFROST PIPE BR – UL Listed
The DEFROST PIPE BR self-limiting heating cable was introduced in 2019, and
this year we obtained UL listing for this heating cable family. This heating cable
comes in 5 different variants, and the listing with UL underlines the high quality of
these products. UL-listed accessories are also offered for complete solutions.
Other products
Even further products are suitable for frost protection and snow melting;
TXLP/1 - 28W/m, DEFROST FLEX, SNOWMAT and TXLP TWIN ON DRUM,
to mention some.
Do not hesitate to contact Nexans if you need assistance in finding the optimal
product for your project or application at hand.

NEXANS GROUP MARKETING

Get smart with the Nexans APP
The App allows customers to get an easier access to all tools and services through one single
entry. It embeds a series of functionalities such as product catalogue (spec sheets and regulatory
information), EASYCALC (cable-sizing tool), news feed as well as an FAQ allowing users to
access a knowledge base related to a variety of topics: regulations, installation, standards etc.
The app is available at global level, and depending on the country, the App may provide
features like:
CATALOGUE
Access to product datasheets, installation instructions, regulatory information, user manuals and
all related documents.
EASYCALC
Our cable sizing tool– designed for electrical installers, electricians, end-users – that will help
you determine the most adapted cable cross section for your installation;
FAQ
Access to a list of frequently asked questions related to a wide variety of topics
NEWS
Get the latest updates related to Nexans products, solutions and services.
Download it now from iTunes or Google Play. After that you will have immediate and 24/7
access to the catalog, product datasheets, installation guides, products characteristics and
even more.
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NEXANS GROUP MARKETING

WHAT’S WATT - the channel dedicated to electricity
Nexans has launched a new channel on YouTube - dedicated to electricity. In our WHAT’S WATT video series we discuss everything there is to
discuss about electricity, from those little neurons in your brain to todays biggest hydroelectric stations. We talk about energy, transmission lines and
new emerging technologies. If it has to do with electricity, we got it covered!
Why a channel about electricity?
• We want to share our passion for electricity
• Electricity is everywhere: sometimes we forget it even exists
• Understanding electricity is understanding how our world operates
• Making the invisible visible: we will make electricity visible for you
• Electricity is filled with all sorts of fun facts
• There is so much science in electricity
• Our future depends on electricity
On our WHAT’S WATT channel we broadcast videos about electricity every two weeks
for a full season running from October to June.
Join Frédéric LESUR in his electric journey and discover the first episodes!! And remember to subscribe to : WHAT’S WATT by Nexans (on YouTube).

Happy
Holidays
and warm
wishes for
the New
Year!

